Although there has been great interest in the neuroanatomical basis of reading, little attention has been focused on auditory language processing. The purpose of this study was to examine the differential neuroanatomical response to the auditory processing of real words and pseudowords. Eight healthy right-handed participants performed two phoneme monitoring tasks (one with real word stimuli and one with pseudowords) during a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scan with a 4.1 T system. Both tasks activated the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), the posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG) and the inferior parietal lobe (IPL). Pseudoword processing elicited significantly more activation within the posterior cortical regions compared with real word processing. Previous reading studies have suggested that this increase is due to an increased demand on the lexical access system. The left inferior frontal gyrus, on the other hand, did not reveal a significant difference in the amount of activation as a function of stimulus type. The lack of a differential response in IFG for auditory processing supports its hypothesized involvement in grapheme to phoneme conversion processes. These results are consistent with those from previous neuroimaging reading studies and emphasize the utility of examining both input modalities (e.g., visual or auditory) to compose a more complete picture of the language network.
INTRODUCTION
Functional imaging techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) have proven to be valuable tools in the study of brain function, particularly language. More specifically, functional neuroimaging has afforded a means of providing a neuroanatomical structure to cognitive models of language, which until recently have been based solely on lesion studies. One example of neuroimaging providing such structure is in studies comparing the reading of real words and pseudowords. These studies have provided great insights into the cognitive architecture of word reading [Brunswick et al., 1999; Fiez and Petersen, 1998; Rumsey et al., 1997] . A general finding from these word reading studies is that pseudoword and real word reading tended to activate the same cortical network and that pseudoword reading is more effortful, producing more activation than real word reading. The regions where this differential response to pseudowords is consistently observed is the inferior frontal gyrus, the posterior superior temporal gyrus and the inferior parietal lobe [Brunswick et al., 1999; Fiez and Petersen, 1998; Hagoort et al., 1999; Herbster et al., 1997; Price et al., 1996] . These results have led to three major conclusions. First, the common neuroanatomical network activated by both real words and pseudowords provides support for single route, connectionist models of word reading opposed to dual route models [Brunswick et al., 1999; Rumsey et al., 1997] . Second, reading pseudowords seems to rely more heavily on grapheme to phoneme conversion processes that appear to be localized to the inferior frontal gyrus [Herbster et al., 1997; Price, 1998; Rumsey et al., 1997] . Finally, lexical access seems to be automatically initiated for both real word and pseudoword processing and these processes seem to be localized to the posterior superior temporal gyrus and inferior parietal region [Brunswick et al., 1999; Fiez et al., 1993; Rumsey et al., 1997] .
Although there has been great interest in understanding the neuroanatomical basis of reading, very little attention has been focused on auditory language processing. Using fMRI, the present study examined the neuroanatomy involved in the auditory phonological processing of both real words and pseudowords. The phonological processing task examined was a phoneme monitoring task in which participants judged whether or not the stimulus ended with the /t/ sound. Prior studies examining the neural activity engendered by this type of task found that it tended to involve the inferior frontal gyrus, the left posterior superior temporal gyrus, as well as the inferior parietal lobe [Burton et al., 2000; Demonet et al., 1992 Demonet et al., , 1994 Zatorre et al., 1992 Zatorre et al., , 1996 .
Activation associated with pseudoword processing versus real word processing should match that observed in previous reading studies. Both tasks are expected to activate the same brain regions, again providing support for the connectionist model of language perception. Although the same cortical network is expected to activate for both conditions they are not expected to activate at the same level. One region were differential activation is expected is the temporal-parietal region. As stated above, this region has been shown in previous neuroimaging studies to show a differential response to stimulus type due to differential lexical access processing elicited by real words and pseudowords. The inferior frontal gyrus, on the other hand, is not expected to reveal a differential response to stimulus type due to its hypothesized involvement in grapheme to phoneme conversion processes, which are not necessary in auditory processing.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Participants were eight right-handed volunteers between the ages of 21 and 35 years (three men, five women), with no history of neurological or auditory symptoms. Each participant gave informed written consent approved by the University of Alabama at Birmingham Institutional Review Board.
fMRI Data Acquisition
Scanning was performed at 4.1 Tesla on a system with a Bruker magnetic resonance spectrometer and console and Philips magnet and gradients, located at the Center for Nuclear Imaging Research at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. Participants were placed in the scanner with custom-made earmolds, two push buttons (one in each hand), and padding behind the neck and between the head and inner surface of the head coil as needed. The stimuli were presented binaurally via air conduction. Two imaging protocols were used because of a system upgrade mid-way through data collection. The first had the following parameters: eight 128 ϫ 128 gradient echo axial scout images and six 6 interleave spiral functional images; 120 sequential images of each slice using a TR ϭ 4200 msec and a TE ϭ 25 msec (six participants). The second protocol had the following parameters: 20 256 ϫ 256 gradient echo anatomical scout images and 18 -20 64 ϫ 64 EPI functional images; 120 sequential images of each slice using a TR ϭ 2500 msec and a TE ϭ 38.5 msec. The slice thickness was 5 mm with a 5 mm slice gap for both protocol and the voxel size was 3.44 ϫ 3.44 ϫ 5 mm. t-Tests revealed that there was no significant difference in the amount of activation observed in the ROIs as a result of protocol used (P Ͼ 0.1 for each ROI).
Two separate imaging series were collected, one for each stimulus type. A series of 14 successively presented words of the same type (e.g., pseudowords or real words) constituted an epoch. There were five epochs in each image series and 12 images were acquired during each epoch. The baseline used was the 30 sec rest periods between experimental epochs.
Experimental Design and Procedures
Before the fMRI experiment, participants were familiarized with the task and stimuli. During the practice session earmolds were made and a handedness inventory [modified from Annett, 1967 During both phoneme monitoring tasks, participants were given the following instructions: "You will hear a series of pseudowords (words) and your task it to respond "yes" with the left push button if the stimuli ended in the /t/ sound and "no" with the right button if it did not. Blocks of pseudowords will be alternated with periods of rest in which you are to relax and refrain from thinking about anything." The presentation of the word and pseudoword task was counterbalanced across sessions to reduce order effects.
Stimuli were 16-bit digital recordings of a male voice. These samples included 50 consonant vowel consonant (CVC) pseudowords and 50 CVC high frequency words with the following consonant and vowel sounds: ch, k, t, z, m, n, d, j, p, l, g, r, w, s, a, u, i, and o (i.e., wat, suit). All syllables were edited to so that their duration was 500 msec. The amplitude of the initial and final consonants was boosted to compensate for the losses due to transmission. Half of the stimuli contained the /t/ sound and of that half, half ended in the /t/ and half began with the /t/ sound.
Image Analysis and Task Comparisons
Data analysis was performed with the STIMULATE [Strupp, 1996] image analysis package. A cine loop of the 120 frames was used to detect gross subject motion, and to eliminate data sets with observable subject motion from further analysis. Activation maps were obtained using correlational analysis with a trapezoidal reference function (see Fig. 1 ). The r threshold (r Ͼ 0.3) was calculated using an F-statistic with ␣ ϭ 0.005. The determination of activation also had to meet the requirement of three contiguous activated voxels as well as having a signal increase that did not exceed 10% to reduce noise.
The ROIs were defined by using the parcellation method originally described by Rademacher et al. [1992] . This approach uses anatomical landmarks on the coronal plane and limiting sulci to segment cortical regions. For each participant, the limiting sulci and cerebral landmarks were identified by viewing the structural images in the three orthogonal planes of a 3D rendering of the axial slices. The major analysis focused on three ROIs: IFG, the inferior parietal region (supramarginal/angular gyrus), and the left posterior superior temporal gyrus (lpSTG). In the Rademacher et al. [1992] nomenclature, the IFG ROI corresponded to F3t and F3o. The inferior parietal ROI corresponded to SGa, SGp and AG. The lpSTG corresponded to T1p, primary auditory cortex was excluded from this ROI. Figure 2 depicts the ROIs overlaid on a single participant along with the slice orientation. As shown, the six slices covers the majority of IFG and pSTG as well as a significant portion of the inferior parietal region.
The data analysis focuses on quantifying the volume of fMRI-measured activation using the average number of voxels that have an activation level that is significantly above the baseline. The voxel counts A typical time course from an active voxel within Broca's area and the trapezoidal reference function. As shown the on/off trend can still be observed even through the noise from various sources (e.g., noise due to respiration, and the cardiac cycle).
Figure 2.
A typical slice prescription with the ROIs overlaid that captures the inferior frontal gyrus, the superior temporal gyrus and the inferior parietal lobe.
᭜ Real Words Versus Pseudowords ᭜ ᭜ 41 ᭜ were obtained by counting the number of active voxels within each of the anatomically defined ROIs for each participant. Because our main prediction concerned the interaction between stimulus type and cortical region, the activation was examined using analysis of variance (ANOVA) with ROI (inferior frontal gyrus vs. inferior parietal lobe vs. posterior superior temporal gyrus), laterality (left vs. right), and stimulus type (pseudoword vs. real word) as within-subject factors. In addition, ANOVA were calculated for each ROI with stimulus type and laterality as within-subject factors. Because the general level of activation can vary across participants, a within-subject analysis was performed to determine whether the condition effects observed were consistent across participants. superimposed on structural images for a set of slices for a typical participant. As Figure 3 shows, both pseudowords and real words activated the same cortical network. Activation was observed in the inferior frontal gyrus, the temporal region, the parietal region, the posterior cingulate and prefrontal regions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As shown in Figure 4 , both conditions activated the three regions of interest: inferior frontal gyrus, the posterior superior temporal gyrus and the inferior parietal region. As in previous reading studies, the multisubject averaged results revealed that the amount of cortical activation varied as a function of stimulus type with pseudowords, generally producing significantly more activation than real words, F(1,6) ϭ 39.66, P Ͻ 0.0007. In addition, Figure 3 suggests that the left hemisphere (M ϭ 19.24) was more active than the right hemisphere (M ϭ 6), F(1, 6) ϭ 15.02, P Ͻ 0.008. Although there was a slight trend of an interaction between stimulus type and ROI, it failed to reach significance, F(2,12) ϭ 2.25, P Ͻ 0.15.
Frontal ROI.
The left inferior frontal gyrus, which includes Broca's area, is one of the major language processing regions and has been implicated in both phonological processing as well as working memory functions. As predicted, this region did not reveal significant effects of stimulus type and the activation was left lateralized [F(1,6) ϭ 4.38, P Ͼ 0.08; F(1,6) ϭ 9.22, P Ͻ 0.03]. As predicted, the left IFG did not reveal effects of stimulus type, F Ͻ 1.
When the location of activation within the left IFG was examined, the activation appeared to be concentrated around two regions, one at the inferior frontal/ precentral sulcal junction and one in and around the ascending ramus/anterior insula. Previous studies have associated these two regions with different processes. For example, in a study examining phonetic processing, activation was observed near the junction of the inferior frontal sulcus and precentral sulcus [Burton et al., 2000] . In addition, in studies examining working memory functions activation near the ascending ramus was observed [Owen et al., 1999; Postle et al., 1999] . Both phonetic and working memory processes are used to perform the phonological processing task and they appear to not be significantly affected by stimulus type.
Posterior ROIs.
The left posterior superior temporal region is another major language region and is the site of Wernike's area. As predicted, the pSTG, as in previous reading studies, revealed a significant effect of both stimulus type and laterality, F(1,6) ϭ 11.46, P Ͻ 0.02 and F(1,6) ϭ 6.65, P Ͻ 0.04, respectively. Further analysis revealed a marginally significant increase in activation for pseudoword processing in left pSTG, F(1, 6) ϭ 4.88, P Ͻ 0.07.
The left inferior parietal region has been associated with several language functions (e.g., lexical access, Multi-subject averaged voxel counts for each of the ROIs. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals based on the pooled Mse from the corresponding ANOVA [Loftus and Mason, 1994] .
᭜ Real Words Versus Pseudowords ᭜ ᭜ 43 ᭜ phonological processing, and orthographic to phonological conversion) as well as mnemonic functions [Demonet et al., 1996; Jonides et al., 1998; Paulesu et al., 1993] . As predicted, the IPL, like the pSTG, revealed a significant effect of stimulus type as well as laterality, F(1,6) ϭ 13.58, P Ͻ 0.01; F(1,6) ϭ 8.9, P Ͻ 0.03 respectively. Further analysis revealed a reliable increase in the amount of activation in left IPL for pseudoword processing, F(1,6) ϭ 7.72, P Ͻ 0.04.
Like the left IFG, both the left pSTG and the left IPL are also involved in the current phonetic processing task. Although the lpSTG is thought to be the site of Wernike's area, it is also an auditory association region, which has been shown to be active in various auditory processing tasks. The IPL, as stated above is thought to be involved in working memory functions. In fact, IPL, along with the IFG are hypothesized to make up the phonological working memory system. Unlike the left IFG, however, both the lpSTG and left IPL also seem to be significantly effected by stimulus type.
Right hemisphere.
Activation was observed in the right hemisphere for both the real word and pseudoword condition. Both the right IFG and the right pSTG revealed that pseudoword processing elicited significantly more activation than real word processing [F(1,6) ϭ 9.61, P Ͻ 0.02 and F(1,6) ϭ 10.35, P Ͻ 0.02]. Conversely, the right IPL did not revealed a significant difference in the amount of activation for pseudowords compared with real words, F Ͻ 3.5, P Ͼ 0.1.
DISCUSSION
Although several studies have demonstrated that the stimulus type can significantly affect the resulting activation [Brunswick et al., 1999; Fiez et al., 1993; Herbster et al., 1997; Price et al., 1996; Rumsey et al., 1997) , to our knowledge, this is the only neuroimaging study to compare the auditory processing of words and pseudowords. Overall, the results of the current study confirm what has been observed in previous reading studies, that although pseudoword processing engages the same cortical network as real word processing, the level at which pseudowords engage the network is greater. Greater activation for pseudoword processing was observed in both the posterior superior temporal gyrus as well as the inferior parietal region.
Broca's area.
The inferior frontal region, however, did not reveal an effect of word type that is typically seen in reading studies. Normal subjects have been found to show a lexical effect during phonetic categorization tasks [Ganong, 1980] and Broca's aphasics have been shown to reveal a larger than normal lexical effect, placing a greater reliance on the lexical status of the stimulus in making their phonetic decisions than on the perceptual information in the stimulus [Blumstein, 1994] . This would suggest that Broca's area should have revealed some differential response in left IFG. In addition, IFG has been associated with semantic functions [Fiez, 1997; Gabrieli et al., 1998; Petersen et al., 1988 Petersen et al., , 1989 . In fact, even in the absence of a semantic task, greater activation has been found in the prefrontal cortex for words than for meaningless stimuli such as pronounceable nonwords, unpronounceable letter strings, or false-font strings [Gabrieli et al., 1998; Petersen et al., 1990; Price et al., 1994] . This would seem to suggest that the these two effects, the lexical and semantic effects, may have canceled each other out resulting in a lack of a significant difference in the left IFG activation.
If this is true, what explains the significant difference observed in previous reading studies? Certainly both effects would be observed in reading as well as in auditory language processing. Previous reading studies have suggested a role for IFG in orthographic processing, namely orthographic to phonological conversion. Specifically Broca's region has been thought to be involved in phonological retrieval. This suggests that the activation differences observed in previous reading studies may be attributed to the increased demands placed on phonological retrieval for pseudowords [Price, 1998] . Therefore, the failure to observe the same differential effect of stimulus type in left IFG in the current auditory task lends support for the theory that the difference observed in reading studies is due to the orthographic to phonological conversion because the auditory phonetic task examined here may not have relied heavily upon phonological retrieval processes.
Posterior regions.
Whereas the current study did not reveal significant effects of stimulus type in the frontal region, the posterior language regions, as in previous reading studies, did reveal a significant increase in activation for pseudoword processing compared with real word processing. In previous neuropsychological and neu-᭜ Newman and Twieg ᭜ ᭜ 44 ᭜ roimaging studies the temporal-parietal region has been implicated as being the site of the visual word form center [Chertkow and Murtha, 1997; Howard et al., 1992] , which is responsible for determining orthographic regularity and triggering the retrieval of a word's meaning, grammatical features, pronunciation, etc. [Cohen et al., 2000; Hillis and Caramazza, 1995; Warrington and Shallice, 1980] . The temporal-parietal region, however, has been shown to be active in several auditory linguistic tasks [Binder, 1997; Demonet et al., 1994; Price et al., 1996; Zatorre et al., 1996] . In addition, a strong correlation between this area and the fusiform gyrus during reading [Horwitz et al., 1998 ] suggests an important role for the temporalparietal area in a phonological/semantic functions, but not specifically to a visual function.
As stated previously, the lpSTG, along with the inferior parietal region has been linked to a network that is responsible for lexical access [Luders, 1991; Luders et al., 1986] . There have been several researchers to hypothesize that lexical access is automatic. For example, Petrides [1998] hypothesized that "…auto-matic [lexical] retrieval is a by-product of the triggering of stored representations in posterior cortical association regions either by incoming sensory input that matches pre-existing representations or by recalled events that trigger stored representations of related information…" Therefore the increase in the amount of activation engendered by pseudowords in this region may be a function of word frequency, with high frequency real words having a greater advantage and requiring less work to process than pseudowords. These frequency effects have been previously observed in temporal cortex [Fiez et al., 1993; . For example, a direct comparison of the affect of word frequency on sentence processing found that the STG was significantly affected by word frequency, producing more activation when sentences contained low-frequency nouns compared with those containing high frequency nouns .
Recently, it has been suggested that the inferior parietal lobe contains an interface system mediating between auditory and articulatory representations [Hickok and Poeppel, 2000] and therefore, would work closely with both the IFG and temporal regions. In the current study, it seems as though the differential response to stimulus type by this region is a function of its interaction with the temporal cortex in the "automatic" lexical retrieval processes. As stated earlier, the IPL has also been implicated in the storage of verbal material by several neuroimaging studies of working memory as well as lesion studies [Milberg et al., 1988; Milota et al., 1997; Swick et al., 1998 ]. In fact, in a study in which encoding and retrieving real words were compared with pseudowords, it was found that pseudoword processing elicited significantly more activation within the IPL [Jonides et al., 1998 ]. It was hypothesized that because of the semantic associations, real words may not require a phonological storage strategy. Instead, semantic codes may play a greater role causing pseudowords to relay more on short-term storage than real words. Therefore, pseudowords may be expected to activate the inferior parietal region to a greater degree than real words. This theory fits with the current results as well as with Petrides [1998] theory. In addition, Petrides [1998] suggests that the IFG only becomes involved when lexical access is deliberate, explaining the absence of a differential response in IFG when there is an increase in phonological "storage."
Another possible explanation for the results observed in the current study is differences in demands on attention. Because pseudowords are more difficult to understand than real words greater attentional demands are placed on the language network when processing pseudowords. This is true not only during auditory processing but also reading. Numerous studies have shown a direct influence of attention on the extent and magnitude of cortical activation [Corbetta et al., 1995; Friston and Buchel, 2000 ]. In addition to task difficulty, there is also a possibility that participants recognized the real words before they processed the entire word. This, too, would decrease the task difficulty of the real word task. If we assume that these attentional effects have influenced the results presented here there remains no significant difference in the amount of activation within left IFG, the only region that failed to show a significant effect of stimulus type. In addition, although the results of the current study suggest a dissociation between stimulus type and modality we can not rule out the possibility of a type II error. This is further complicated by the lack of a significant interaction between ROI and stimulus type, which would have provided further support for our hypothesis. Further imaging studies are needed to clarify these issues as well as to advance our understanding of how modality (auditory vs. visual) modulates the activation within prefrontal cortex during the processing of words and pseudowords.
Right hemisphere.
The right hemisphere revealed a significant effect of stimulus type in both the IFG and temporal ROIs. In fact, right hemisphere regions have been found in previous studies to show more activation during lan-guage related functions relative to a nonlinguistic baseline [Price, 1998] . Also, in a study comparing auditory and visual language processing it was found that the total amount of activation in both left and right IFG and temporal cortex was significantly greater in the auditory conditions than in the visual conditions and both of these right hemisphere regions revealed sentence complexity effects [Michael et al., in press] . Although the specific functions of the right hemisphere are not well understood, it seems obvious that even though these regions are not necessary for language processing, they are involved.
Auditory phonetic processing is subserved by a large-scale neural network, which includes the inferior frontal gyrus, the posterior superior temporal gyrus, and the inferior parietal lobe. The lack of a differential response in IFG for auditory processing supports its hypothesized involvement in grapheme to phoneme conversion processes. As in previous reading studies, the posterior cortical regions revealed a significant increase in activation for pseudoword processing supposedly due to an increased demand on the lexical access system. In the current study, examining auditory processing of real words and pseudowords have provided information that is both complementary and congruent to that obtained from reading studies.
